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Scala vestibuli pressure and three-dimensional stapes velocity
measured in direct succession in gerbila)
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It was shown that the mode of vibration of the stapes has a predominant piston component but
rotations producing tilt of the footplate are also present. Tilt and piston components vary with
frequency. Separately it was shown that the pressure gain between ear canal and scala vestibuli was
a remarkably flat and smooth function of frequency. Is tilt functional contributing to the pressure in
the scala vestibuli and helping in smoothing the pressure gain? In experiments on gerbil the pressure
in the scala vestibuli directly behind the footplate was measured while recording simultaneously the
pressure produced by the sound source in the ear canal. Successively the three-dimensional motion
of the stapes was measured in the same animal. Combining the vibration measurements with an
anatomical shape measurement from a micro-CT �CT: computed tomography� scan the piston-like
motion and the tilt of the footplate was calculated and correlated to the corresponding scala vestibuli
pressure curves. No evidence was found for the hypothesis that dips in the piston velocity are filled
by peaks in tilt in a systematic way to produce a smooth middle ear pressure gain function. The
present data allowed calculations of the individual cochlear input impedances. © 2007 Acoustical
Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.2709843�

PACS number�s�: 43.64.Ha, 43.64.Kc, 43.64.Yp �BLM� Pages: 2774–2791
I. INTRODUCTION

The motion of the stapes footplate defines the mechani-
cal middle ear output and produces the acoustical input to the
cochlea. The mode of stapes vibration �piston-like and/or
rocking� has been studied mainly in human temporal bones
�for an overview see Heiland et al. �1999� and Hato et al.
�2003�� and in a few animal models �anesthetized cat,
Guinan and Peake �1967�; cat temporal bone, Decraemer
et al. �2003� and Decraemer and Khanna �2003�; gerbil, Ol-
son and Cooper �2000��. Older measurements made use of
capacitive probes, stroboscopic microscopy, and time-
averaged holography, while the more recent measurements
all made use of heterodyne laser interferometers, improving
measurement quality and expanding the frequency range of
measurements to most of the audible range. It is now well
established that the motion is not purely piston-like but that
at higher frequencies rotations about the long and short foot-

a�Portions of this work were presented in “Is the scala vestibuli pressure
influenced by non-piston like stapes motion components? An experimental
approach,” Proceedings of Auditory Mechanisms and Models, Portland,
OR, July 2005, and “Do non-piston components contribute to scala vesti-
buli pressure behind the footplate in gerbil?,” Proceedings of the Interna-
tional Symposium on Middle Ear Mechanics in Research and Otology,
Zurich, Switzerland, July 2006.
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plate axis are also present �“rocking,” “tilting”�. Whether the
nonpiston motion components are functionally important is
an open question. An argument in favor is the remarkable
ability of the middle-ear to produce a gain between the sound
pressure in the ear canal and the acoustic pressure in the
perilymph of the scala vestibuli �directly behind the foot-
plate� that is a very smooth function of frequency �Olson,
1998; Puria et al., 1997� while the frequency response of the
stapes exhibits pronounced maxima and minima. Could it be
that tilting of the footplate of the stapes fills in the gaps in the
frequency response of the piston component resulting in a
smoother pressure frequency response in the cochlea? �Let us
at this point make clear that when we call a function
“smooth” in this paper we mean “with small differences be-
tween contiguous data points”�. In an attempt to answer this
question we have measured the scala vestibuli �SV� pressure
using a micropressure sensor �Olson, 1998, 2001� followed
by a measurement of the three-dimensional �3D� vibration
velocity of the stapes in the adult gerbil using a confocal
heterodyne microscope/interferometer �Decraemer and
Khanna, 1999�. We show the results for three animals. The
pressure results are presented quite directly. The motion re-
sults require analysis to present them in the most useful co-

ordinate system, and the issue of propagation of experimen-
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tal error is presented in some detail. Finally we combine the
pressure and velocity measurements, to find the cochlear in-
put impedance.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Animal preparation

Measurements were performed in three gerbils, 50–70 g
in mass. The animal was first sedated with ketamine
�1 mg/kg� and then deeply anaesthetized with sodium pen-
tobarbital �initial dose 60 mg/kg�. Supplemental doses
�10 mg/kg� were given when a toe pinch response was elic-
ited �checked at least every 20 min�. The body temperature
was maintained at 37 °C using an animal blanket. The ani-
mal head was firmly attached to a head holder using dental
cement and surgery was performed to expose the left co-
chlea. A tracheotomy was performed to maintain a clear air-
way. Due to the length of the two-stage experiment �first SV
pressure, then stapes motion� and the necessity of manipulat-
ing the animal when bringing it from one setup to the other,
the animals did not survive during the entire second part of
the experiment. The experiment was, without interruption,
continued on the fresh cadaver. Animal 20m4 died during the
last few runs of the 3D experiment �about 10 min before
completion of the �2.5 h experiment�, animal 25m5 died
after about 1 h and we restarted the entire 3D measurement.
Animal 27m4 died after preparative surgery, all measure-
ments were done on the fresh cadaver. The just post-mortem
condition did not produce SV pressure or stapes velocity
results that were significantly different.

The care and use of animals were approved by the Insti-
tutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Columbia Uni-
versity.

B. Sound system and pressure measurement in the
ear canal

The external ear canal �EC� was cut short to its bony end
and a small plastic tube with a diameter comparable to that
of the EC was cemented in place. A sound delivery tube
coupled to a sound source was tightly inserted in the plastic
insert. A probe tube microphone was inserted coaxially
within this tube and protruded slightly from the end within
the EC. It measured the sound about 1 mm lateral from the
superior edge of the pars tensa. Details of the sound source,
sound delivery tube with coaxial probe microphone and mi-
crophone calibration have been described in detail previously
�Khanna and Stinson, 1985�.

The same sound driver and probe microphone were first
used during the SV pressure measurements and later for the
stapes velocity measurements. They had to be removed and
replaced between the two stages of the experiment. Input to
the sound driver was kept constant which resulted in a sound
level in the EC that fluctuated slightly around 90 dB SPL.

C. Pressure measurements in the scala vestibuli

The intracochlear pressure in the SV was measured us-
ing a fiber-optic based micropressure sensor �diameter

170 �m� whose construction and calibration were described
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in Olson �1998�. The sensitivity of the sensors is flat to
within a few decibels up to at least 40 kHz. The sensors are
calibrated the day of the experiment but the sensitivity is
somewhat uncertain, as changes in sensor sensitivity from
day to day or after an experiment of �10 dB are not uncom-
mon. These changes are flat with frequency, but set a limit on
the accuracy of the absolute pressure. The sensitivity
changes are likely a result of the fragility of the sensor mem-
brane. To measure the pressure in the SV a small hole, the
size of the pressure sensor, was hand drilled in the cochlear
wall �Olson, 1998, Fig. 3�. The pressure sensor was inserted
to a depth of 100–200 �m with the aid of a micromanipu-
lator. The distance with respect to the footplate was about
0.3 mm. This estimate was made later on a 3D model of the
cochlea with inserted sensor, based on a micro CT scan of
one of the temporal bones harvested at the end of the experi-
ment �Dong and Olson, 2006, Fig. 1�.

D. Hearing threshold measurements

An electrode was positioned at the round window open-
ing to measure the compound action potential �CAP� re-
sponse of the auditory nerve to tone pips as a measure of
cochlear condition �Johnstone et al., 1979�. The CAP re-
sponse was measured prior to other measurements in the live
animals 20m4 and 25m4. Both showed a starting CAP
threshold curve that was typical for normal hearing animals
with thresholds of 20–30 dB SPL over the most sensitive
hearing range �0.5–22 kHz�. Above 22 kHz the thresholds
of the two animals diverged, and variability is typical of this
vulnerable region of the cochlea. In animal 20m4, the
35 kHz threshold was 60 dB, in 25m4 the 40 kHz threshold
was 40 dB.

E. Simultaneous stapes velocity and ear canal
pressure measurements

After completion of the SV pressure measurement the
sensor was removed. The tiny hole in the cochlea was left
open. The hole in the middle ear cavity used for hearing
threshold measurement was made wide enough �about
5–6 mm in a direction parallel to the annulus� to allow a
good view of the stapes. As we see in Fig. 1 the stapes head
and the 2/3rd upper part of the crura are visible. Note that
with this approach we observed the stapes in the living gerbil
from almost the opposite direction to that used for previous
stapes measurements in cat temporal bone �Decraemer and
Khanna, 2000; Decraemer et al., 2000�. The approach al-
lowed for a variation in observation angle of about ±15°,
which is sufficient to determine the 3D components of the
stapes motion. To prevent drying out of the specimen while
the cavity was widely opened, small pieces �about 2 by
3 mm2� of paper towel soaked in water were placed against
the inner middle ear cavity wall in the space under the
malleus handle. We took great care not to touch vibrating
structures. In a later experiment during the motion measure-
ment the specimen was also kept in the mist of an ultrasonic

humidifier conducted via a plastic hose �diameter 1 cm� to
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about 2 cm from the opening in the bulla wall. These extra
precautions did not markedly increase the already good sta-
bility of the preparation.

The velocity measurements were performed with a non-
commercial heterodyne laser interferometer which is com-
bined with a visual microscope �Khanna et al., 1996�. The
focused laser beam coincides with the center of the image of
the microscope displayed on a video monitor; the micro-
scope allows visualization of the stapes, while the interfer-
ometer measures the vibration at the selected location in re-
sponse to sound applied to the ear.

For the velocity measurements the animal’s body was
resting on an object support, while its head was immobilized
by firmly clamping the head holder, which was cemented to
the exposed top surface of the skull, to a post affixed to the
positioning system. The positioning device provides mi-
crometer positioning �with read-out of the coordinates� in
three orthogonal directions �x ,y ,z� and allows changing the
observation direction by means of two large, nested goniom-
eters that are precisely aligned to rotate the object about the
point of focus of the laser beam. �For details on this align-
ment see Appendix A.� The accuracy on the x ,y ,z coordi-
nates is on the order of 5–10 �m. It was determined by
repeatedly focusing the interferometer beam on a given point
while moving far away from this point intermediately. This
small error is a combined result of the high sectioning depth
of the interferometer �the interferometer carrier is 3 dB down
at a distance of ±13 �m� and the good positioning reproduc-
ibility of the translational stages.

The sound source and sound driver were put back in the
EC insert in a position closely equal to that during SV pres-
sure measurement. With the goniometers in their midposition
�H=0°, V=0°� the stapes was imaged, and we focused pre-
cisely on a chosen reference point �e.g., on the stapes head�

FIG. 1. A view of the stapes through a hole in the posterior ventral part of
the bulla wall: LPI: lenticular process of the incus; SH: stapes head; ISJ:
position of the incudo-stapedial joint; AC: anterior crus; PC: posterior crus;
AN: part of the tympanic annulus; AR: artery running between the crura and
blocking the view of the footplate.
and the coordinate read-out system was reset. For a set of
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points �typically seven to eight� as widely spread as possible
on the entire visible part of the stapes we recorded the ve-
locity of the stapes in response to pure tone stimuli, gener-
ated with a constant voltage input to the driver �SPL ranging
from 85 to 95 dB up to 30 kHz and dropping to a lowest
values of 70 dB at 40 kHz�. The frequency was stepped be-
tween 200 Hz and 1 kHz with a step of 200 Hz, between 1
and 10 kHz with 250 Hz, between 10 and 20 kHz with
500 Hz, and between 20 and 50 kHz with 1000 Hz. For fur-
ther processing all velocities �amplitude and phase� were ex-
pressed relative to the simultaneously measured EC pressure.

Using only one goniometer at a time, the stapes was
rotated maximally in positive and negative directions without
losing its image in the microscope �which occurs when the
bulla wall blocks the illumination and interferometer laser
beam�. At each extreme angular position new velocity mea-
surements were recorded. The procedure was sped up by
storing the coordinates of the observation points used at H
=0°, V=0° and refocusing on the points automatically, using
stepper motors driving the x ,y ,z positioning system. Note
that �i� the coordinate readings for a given observation point
in focus did not change when the object was rotated, as the
rotation center coincided with the focused point and �ii� that
for calculation of 3D rigid body motion components it is not
mandatory to measure at the same points for different obser-
vation angles; if an observation point was no longer acces-
sible after rotation of the object it was replaced by another
point. This freedom of changing the observation points when
using a different observation direction comes in very handy
and is a result of a modification we made to the procedure we
used hitherto to determine the 3D components of the malleus
�Decraemer and Khanna, 1996� and stapes �Decraemer and
Khanna, 2000; Decraemer et al., 2000�.

It is also important to point out that during the rotation
the animal, sound driver, and probe microphone moved to-
gether as they were all mounted to the same object holder
post of the positioning system keeping relative positions un-
changed.

F. Processing of the data

1. 3D velocity components in the experimental
reference system

In earlier studies on malleus and stapes vibration in cat
�Decraemer and Khanna, 1996, 2000; Decraemer et al.,
2000� we determined the 3D motion in two steps. First the
3D velocity components of at least three points on a given
ossicle were calculated and in a second step these results
were used to calculate the 3D rigid body motion of the os-
sicle. To calculate the 3D components for a given point we
had to observe the same point from several observation
angles. This constraint is now relaxed: different points can be
observed. The coordinates of all observation points and the
amplitude and phase of the velocity at these points for all
�here five� observation directions were used in a single fit to
calculate the rigid-body motion components directly. These
values describe the motion as the translation of a reference
point on the body and the rotation of the body about this

point. We determined the complete 3D motion, and thus
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three components of both the translation and rotation vectors.
Details of the mathematical procedure are given in Appendix
B.

The assumption of rigid body behavior made during this
calculation might seem questionable at first, the stapes of
gerbil being such a thin and fragile structure. Its special de-
sign, however, with its two symmetrical widely spread crura
with thin strongly curved walls and with its bowl-shaped
footplate reinforced by an upstanding rim make it extremely
light and sturdy at the same time �see the 3D stapes model in
Fig. 2 or for a more detailed stapes model see Decraemer et
al., 2003�.

Note that the motion components that we first obtain are
expressed in the original coordinate system used during the
experiment. In this reference system the object under study is
quite arbitrarily oriented, which makes the straightforward
interpretation of the frequency responses of the rotation and
translation components almost impossible. In the next sec-
tion we will explain how we can transform these components
in a meaningful intrinsic coordinate system for the stapes.

2. 3D velocity components in an intrinsic reference
system

As we are especially interested in the piston and the
tilting components of the footplate we express the rigid-body
motion components of the stapes in the following intrinsic
reference frame: the origin at the center of the footplate, the
x axis pointing in the posterior direction along the long axis
of the footplate, the y axis perpendicular to the footplate
pointing to the center of the stapes head, and the z axis run-
ning along the short axis of the footplate, completing a right-
handed reference system �Fig. 2�.

To calculate the motion components in the intrinsic ref-
erence system we first determined the coordinate transform
that rotates the stapes from its experimental position into a
position parallel to its position in the intrinsic frame and then
shifted the stapes to let the origin coincide with the footplate
center. We determine this transform in an intermediate step
using a 3D stapes model as described in the following �Sec.
II F 2 a�. The coordinate transform that brings the stapes

FIG. 2. �Color online� A 3D model of a gerbil stapes is brought in an
intrinsic reference frame: The origin is at the footplate center, the x axis
follows the long footplate axis in the posterior direction, the y axis is per-
pendicular to the footplate directed to the center of the stapes head, and the
z axis is pointing out of the figure plane to the reader and follows the short
axis in the inferior direction.
model from the experimental into the intrinsic frame will
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also transform the translation and rotation vectors in the in-
trinsic reference frame as explained in Appendix C.

a. Constructing and registering a 3D stapes model.
Based on a micro-CT �CT: computed tomography� scan of

the excised experimental ear we constructed a 3D model of
the stapes. This model is defined in the reference system of
the CT scanner which again is different from the experimen-
tal reference system as it depends on the position and orien-
tation of the temporal bone during the scan. In a first step the
model was registered in the reference frame that was used
during the experiment and in which the coordinates of obser-
vation points and stapes vibration were recorded. The regis-
tration was done with an iterative closest point procedure
described by Besl and McKay �1992�. The number of obser-
vation points at which velocity was measured �less than 20�
was too small to define the position of the stapes during the
experiment with sufficient precision to make an accurate reg-
istration. To enhance registration, during the motion experi-
ment we measured the coordinates of an extra set of about 50
“anatomical” points. This was a fast measurement that con-
sisted of focusing the laser of the interferometer at points
spread across the entire visible part of the stapes and auto-
matically recording the coordinates �without vibration mea-
surements�. The procedures to make the 3D model and to
register the model were described in a previous paper �De-
craemer et al., 2003�. The 3D model registered in the set of
experimental �stars� and anatomical points �circles�, along
with a picture of the stapes taken during the experiment
through the microscope �insert� are shown in Fig. 3.

b. Coordinate transform from experimental to intrinsic
frame. In a second step the model in the experimental ref-
erence frame was iteratively rotated about the x, y, and z axes
until it was in a position parallel to its intrinsic position. In
this way we obtained the rotation matrix of the required co-
ordinate transformation. The vector from the experimental
origin to the center of the footplate �new origin� determines
the origin shift, completing the coordinate transform. The

FIG. 3. �Color online� The model of the stapes is shown after registration in
the position of the stapes during the experiment defined by the observation
points �stars� and the extra set of “anatomical points” �circles�. The insert at
the top right shows a view of the stapes through the microscope during the
experiment.
stapes in its intrinsic reference frame is shown in Fig. 2.
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G. Relative phase between pressure sensor and
interferometer

In order to couple the measured pressures and velocities,
we need to know the difference in the processing between
the pressure sensor and the interferometer, in particular the
relative phases of the two systems. The pressure sensor is
composed of a gold-coated thin film membrane, whose posi-
tion is interrogated by light emitting diode �LED� light via a
fiber-optic lever. An optic lever is a simple displacement sen-
sor, whose output is a voltage whose variations are propor-
tional to displacement. To determine the relative phase be-
tween the interferometer and sensor we focused the
interferometer laser on the sensor membrane. We drove the
membrane with a free-field harmonic sound source while si-
multaneously monitoring its velocity with the interferometer
on one side and its displacement with the sensor’s optic lever
on the other side. To compare amplitudes, we divided the
reported velocity by �. The displacement versus frequency
measured with the interferometer and pressure sensor optics
had very similar shapes in amplitude, and a relative phase
that was a nearly straight line, indicative of a delay. The
interferometer’s demodulation electronics �a commercial
REVOX FM demodulator� are based on a delay line that we
knew produced a delay of �15 �s �Willemin et al., 1988�. In
our data, the phase-frequency data were well fit by a straight
line with 14.1 �s delay, and this correction was used to com-
pare interferometer and pressure sensor outputs.

III. RESULTS

A. Scala vestibuli pressure

Pressure in the SV relative to EC pressure is shown for
three animals, 20m4, 25m4, and 27m4, in Fig. 4. These

FIG. 4. �Color online� Pressure in the scala vestibuli relative to EC pressure
�“middle ear pressure gain”� is shown for three animals, 20m4, 25m4, and
27m4 �see legend�. The amplitude of the gain �upper panel� is smooth with
frequency, and varies in a small band around a level of �10 �20 dB�. The
phases of the gain �lower panel� for all three animals were similar; the three
curves start at +1/4 cycle at 190 Hz, rapidly decrease to 0 cycle at about
1.5 kHz where we observe a small peak, and decrease further to about
6 kHz where a second small peak is seen. From then the three phase curves
show a gradual and approximately linear decrease with frequency to a total
phase lag of about −1.5 cycle at 40 kHz.
curves represent the pressure gain produced in the middle
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ear: the gain amplitude �Fig. 4�a�� was a smooth function of
frequency, fluctuating in a small band around a level of 10
�20.0 dB� with extreme values of 3 �9.5 dB� and 20
�26.0 dB�. In the low frequency tail the three animals
showed a fast increase in gain with frequency resulting in a
small maximum at �1.5 kHz, followed by a steady decrease
producing a minimum at about 6 kHz. The gain was again
somewhat higher in a short frequency interval ending with a
small dip at 10 kHz. For animal 25m4 �dashed dotted line�
the gain was remarkably constant all the way up to the high-
est frequencies measured. Animals 20m4 and 27m4 had a
broad and shallow minimum at 30 kHz, followed by a rise to
their overall highest values.

Phase for all three animals was very similar �Fig. 4�b��:
the three curves started at +0.25 cycle at 190 Hz, rapidly
decreased to 0 cycle at about 1.5 kHz �here the amplitude
showed a small peak�, then decreased further to about 6 kHz
where a small peak appeared �here the amplitudes produced
a dip�. From then on the phases for all animals decreased
linearly with frequency and a total phase lag of about
−1.5 cycle had accumulated by 40 kHz. These results, par-
ticularly the flat magnitude and linear phase were shown in
Olson �1998� and Dong and Olson �2006�. Some systematic
reasons for variations in results in different experiments, par-
ticularly in gain, were discussed in detail in Dong and Olson
�2006�.

B. Three-dimensional stapes velocity

1. Measurement accuracy based on repeatability:
Comparison of changes due to observation angle with
changes developing in time

In order to determine the 3D rigid body motion of the
stapes we must perform repeated vibration measurements
from different observation angles. Optimally we would like
to measure along three orthogonal directions and spread the
observation points over the entire ossicle. The anatomy of
the middle ear does not provide such access for uniaxial
interferometric measurements; only a limited part of the
stapes is visible �Fig. 1� and variations in the observation
angle are typically limited to ±15° to 20°. The changes in
vibration for these relatively small angle variations are con-
sequently also small. High measuring sensitivity is required
and we must minimize changes with time by, e.g., letting the
temperature stabilize, preventing desiccation, and by reduc-
ing total recording time. Figure 5 shows first the repeatability
of the frequency responses for amplitude �Fig. 5�a�� and
phase �Fig. 5�b�� of the displacement normalized to sound
pressure level at a single point recorded with the goniometers
set at H=0° and V=0°. Figure 5 shows the mean and stan-
dard deviation for four runs �three repeats recorded within
7 min and one repeat measurement made 40 min later as a
control measurement in the further course of the experi-
ment�, at a given reference point that was chosen at a retrace-
able detail in the image, e.g., at the middle of the stapes
head. Figure 5 shows also the variation in response to
changes in observation angle �H=0°, −15°, and +12°, and all
V=0°� at a second observation point, halfway down on the

posterior crus. We see that at most frequencies the change
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with observation angle of both amplitude and phase was sub-
stantially larger than the measurement uncertainty �here
quantified by the repeatability of the measurements�, as re-
quired. As we show results for two different observation
points one can also judge the changes that are observed due
to a change of the observation point by comparing the plot at
H=0°, V=0° with the curve showing the mean for the four
runs at the same angle.

2. Rotation and translation frequency responses of
the stapes in the experimental reference frame

Rigid body motion is described by three translation and
three rotation components. In this and the next section we
will show motion as rotational and translational displacement
per unit pressure. These results were found using the meth-
ods of Appendix B operating on data like that in Fig. 5.
Later, some of the displacement components will be con-

FIG. 5. �Color online� Repeatability of frequency responses for the ampli-
tude �A� and the phase �B� of the displacement �per EC pressure� at a single
point is shown by plotting the mean and its standard deviation for four runs
�three repeats recorded in a time window of 7 min, and one control, 40 min
after the last run, all with H=0 and V=0�. At a different position, measure-
ments were performed for three observation angles. The variation in re-
sponse with observation angle at this point is also shown by plotting fre-
quency responses for the different viewing angles �see the legend�. The
spread in change with observation angle for both amplitude and phase is at
most frequencies substantially larger than the measurement uncertainty.
verted into velocity and correlated with SV pressure in order
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to find acoustic impedance. We present results for the stapes
of one gerbil �20m4�. Figure 6 shows translation, Fig. 7
shows rotation. The components were calculated in the ref-
erence frame of the experiment. The different line types for
the x, y, and z components are clarified in the legend. Due to
the arbitrary nature of the experimental reference frame, the
displacement components are difficult to interpret. Of major
importance however is the question of how accurately these
components can be determined. We therefore postpone the
discussion of their significance until they are recalculated in
the intrinsic frame and we restrict the discussion here to the
error calculation.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Frequency response for the three components of the
translation displacement per EC sound pressure, expressed in the experi-
mental reference frame. The experimental error, determined using a Monte
Carlo method, is shown by plotting the curves with the component value �
error and component value � error. The errors are small compared with the
overall variations with frequency; translation displacement amplitudes �A�
and phases �B� were determined with good accuracy.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Frequency response for the three components of the
rotation displacement per EC sound pressure, expressed in the experimental
reference frame. The experimental error, determined using a Monte Carlo
method, is shown by plotting curves with the component value � error and
� error, as in Fig. 6. The errors on the rotational motion values are some-
what larger than those on the translation component values, but still show

good accuracy.
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The motion components were obtained with the method
of Appendix B, using a least-squares fit with observations at
all angles given the same weight. The estimate of the motion
uncertainty �standard error� was obtained using a Monte
Carlo method �Press et al., 1989�. To apply this technique we
produced a large number �100� of new “experimental” data
sets �frequency by frequency� by adding random noise drawn
from a normal distribution �with a mean of zero and a vari-
ance chosen in agreement with the experimental uncertainty�
to the observed amplitudes and phases and recalculated the
fit for each set of data. The uncertainty in a displacement or
rotation value was calculated as the standard deviation of all
values obtained for this parameter. The variances used in this
process to generate new data sets were the absolute error
corresponding to a relative error of 0.05 in the amplitude and
an absolute error of 0.1 rad in the phase of the measured
vibration. The variance values were based on averages over
all stimulus frequencies of the standard deviations in ampli-
tude and phase for repeated observations at the same loca-
tion, some measured in direct succession, some after inter-
mediate measurements at other locations as explained in Sec.
III B 1. The errors found using the Monte Carlo data to de-
rive angular and translation displacements are indicated in
Figs. 6 and 7 by plotting the nominal displacement values
�without added noise� plus and minus their statistical error.
The logarithmic scale for the amplitudes and the large span
of the phase data tend to make the errors look small �some
traces nearly or completely overlap�, but nevertheless it is
obvious that the obtained accuracy was good; the mostly
smooth up and downward going trend in the curves is genu-
ine and not due to noise in the observations as this would
have generated jagged frequency responses. Errors on rota-
tion components tend to be larger than errors on translation
components. The errors that were obtained using the Monte
Carlo method are in perfect accordance with errors that were
obtained from a weighted fit procedure—an observation is
given more weight when its experimental error is smaller—
which simultaneously produced errors on the rigid body ve-
locities as elements of the covariance matrix �Press et al.,
1989�. The weights were also chosen on the basis of a con-
stant relative error on the amplitude and constant absolute
error on the phase and were then converted into weights on
the in-phase and out-of-phase components �cf. Appendix B�.
We obtained frequency curves that showed the same overall
trend as those from the unweighted fit, but the curves showed
a few sudden spikes, most probably caused by strong fluc-
tuations of the in- and out-of-phase components as they are
calculated as the amplitude times the sine and cosine of the
phase angle. For this reason, for its intuitive simplicity and in
view of its ease in transforming the errors in another refer-
ence system �Sec. III B 3� the Monte Carlo error calculation
method was finally retained.

The goodness-of-fit was also estimated by the calcula-
tion of the mean deviation between the experimental ampli-
tude and phase and their fitted counterparts. For the ampli-
tude we obtained a typical mean relative deviation between
10% and 20%, for the phase a mean absolute deviation typi-
cally between 5° and 15°. We think that these are very ac-

ceptable values, seen that for a given frequency the ampli-
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tudes of all observation points at all observation angles
typically change within a factor of 3–10. Apart from the
experimental uncertainty in the direct measurement, some of
these deviations are caused by changes with time of the ani-
mal preparation that cannot be avoided when performing an
extended experiment.

Let us mention at this time that the good quality of the
rigid body model fit to the observed motion is indicating that
the assumption of rigid body behavior is acceptable. This can
be contrasted with the previous measurements of some of the
authors �Decraemer et al., 1994b� of manubrium motion. Un-
like the compact stapes, the manubrium has an extended
beam-like geometry. In that case, experiments clearly
showed the existence of a bending mode on the thinnest part
of the manubrium close to the umbo. In experiments to de-
scribe the 3D ossicular motion �Decraemer and Khanna,
1999, 2000�, no observation points at this location were
used. It is most probable that a structure such as a stapes will
also have bending modes, but our results suggest that they
add only to a small extent to the total velocity at a given
point.

3. Rotation and translation frequency responses of
the stapes in the intrinsic reference frame

To interpret the motion components they were trans-
formed into the intrinsic frame of reference for the stapes as
defined in Fig. 2. We have displayed components for three
animals, 20m4 �translation: Fig. 8 and rotation: Fig. 9�, 25m4
�translation: Fig. 10 and rotation: Fig. 11�, and 27m4 �trans-
lation: Fig. 12 and rotation: Fig. 13�, with amplitude �dis-
placement normalized to EC pressure� in the upper panels
�A� and phase �relative to EC phase� in the lower panels �B�,
to illustrate interanimal similarities and dissimilarities.

Calculation of the uncertainties in the results in the new

FIG. 8. �Color online� Frequency response for the translation displacement
components per EC sound pressure for animal 20m4 expressed in the intrin-
sic reference system as defined in Fig. 2. �A� Amplitudes and �B� phases.
Uncertainties are shown by plotting component � error and component �
error curves. We see that peaks and valleys are genuine and that the piston
component �dashed-dotted line� is most accurately determined �smaller er-
ror�.
frame with error propagation formulas is not straightforward.
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The Monte Carlo technique can also be used to simplify this
calculation. To produce random sets of rigid body motion
components in the experimental reference frame we added to
the fitted components Gaussian noise with a variance equal
to 3

4 of the standard errors �variances equal to the standard
errors yielded some unrealistically large deviations when ex-
treme values in the tails of the distribution were drawn�. All
these synthetic displacement components were converted in
the intrinsic frame and the error on a given component was
obtained as its standard deviation. The uncertainties are in-
dicated with lines above and below the curves �parameter �
error� for each displacement component. As noted earlier, we
see that peaks and valleys are genuine and not an artifact of
the analysis.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Frequency response for the rotation displacement
components per EC sound pressure for animal 20m4 expressed in the intrin-
sic reference system as defined in Fig. 2. �A� Amplitudes and �B� phases.
Uncertainties are shown by plotting component value � error and value �
error curves.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Frequency response for the translation displacement
components per EC sound pressure for animal 25m4 expressed in the intrin-
sic reference system as defined in Fig. 2. �A� Amplitudes and �B� phases.
Uncertainties are shown by plotting component � error and component �
error curves. We see that peaks and valleys are genuine and that the piston
component �dashed-dotted line� is most accurately determined �smaller er-

ror�.
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a. Translation Plots of the frequency responses for the
translation displacement amplitude per EC sound pressure
for the three animals �Figs. 8�a�, 10�a�, and 12�a�� reveal
similar features for corresponding components, with absolute
levels of vibration differing about three to five times depend-
ing on the component up to 20 kHz and up to 10 times at the
highest frequencies. Overall all translation components were
of similar size, with the piston component �y axis� usually
largest. The piston component was high and quite constant at
low frequencies, peaked at about 1 to 2 kHz, decreased be-
tween 4 and 8 kHz, had a dip at about 5.8 kHz and a small
peak at 8 kHz �Fig. 8�a�� or a dip at 6 kHz and a small peak
at 7 kHz �Figs. 10�a� and 12�a�� and a small or more pro-
nounced peak at 10 kHz in Figs. 8�a� and 10�a�, respectively.
Then it increased slowly to a broad maximum at about

FIG. 11. �Color online� Frequency response for the rotation displacement
components per EC sound pressure for animal 25m4 expressed in the intrin-
sic reference system as defined in Fig. 2. �A� Amplitudes and �B� phases.
Uncertainties are shown by plotting component value � error and value �
error curves.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Frequency response for the translation displacement
components per EC sound pressure for animal 27m4 expressed in the intrin-
sic reference system as defined in Fig. 2. �A� Amplitudes and �B� phases.
Uncertainties are shown by plotting component value � error and value �
error curves. We see that peaks and valleys are genuine and that the piston

component �dashed-dotted line� is most accurately determined
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15 kHz �Figs. 8�a� and 12�a�� or 18 kHz �Fig. 10�a�� fol-
lowed by a decrease, fast in Fig. 8�a�, slow in Figs. 10�a� and
12�a�, to a minimum at 30 kHz. For higher frequencies it
rose again to a maximum at 36 kHz of different height ac-
cording to the animal. The in-plane translation along the long
footplate axis �x� started out three times smaller that the
piston component, but rose rapidly to become equal or even
bigger than the piston component in a small frequency band
around 2 kHz �Fig. 8�a�� or 3 kHz �Figs. 10�a� and 12�a��.
Then it decreased between 4 and 8 kHz but displayed peaks
at the same frequencies as the y component. In Fig. 8�a� the
x component peaked at 13 kHz at a value of half the y com-
ponent and in Figs. 10�a� and 12�a� at 15 kHz to values
slightly higher to equally high as the y component. The in-
plane translation along the short footplate axis �z� had overall
the lowest amplitude and the largest uncertainty. It had, as
the other components, its highest amplitude at low frequen-
cies and then dropped considerably. At 7 kHz �Fig. 8�a��,
respectively, at 10 kHz �Figs. 10�a� and 12�a�� it showed a
peak, also present in the corresponding y and z components,
followed by a sharp dip. At around 15 kHz it rose again to a
broad plateau. Two animals �Figs. 10�a� and 12�a�� showed a
slight to more pronounced maximum at 28 and 25 kHz, re-
spectively. After a dip at about 30 kHz the z components
finally followed the same increasing trend to exhibit a maxi-
mum at around 37 kHz.

The phase of the piston component �y� for the three
animals started out in-phase with the EC pressure at low
frequencies. The phase remains zero up to the first peak in
amplitude where a lag of about 0.25 cycle was observed
�small step in Figs. 8�b� and Fig. 12�b�, more gradual change
in Fig. 10�b��, in agreement with a stiffness controlled sys-
tem. In Fig. 8�b� the phase lag increased slowly and gradu-
ally below 10 kHz and much more rapidly above 10 kHz to
reach about −3.5 cycle at 40 kHz. Phase lag accumulated
with frequency in a very gradual way over the entire fre-
quency range in Fig. 12�b�. In Fig. 10�b� the phase took two
steps-down of �0.5 cycle in small frequency bands, accom-
panied by strong changes in amplitude �Fig. 10�a�� so that it

FIG. 13. �Color online� Frequency for the rotation displacement components
per EC sound pressure for animal 27m4 expressed in the intrinsic reference
system as defined in Fig. 2. �A� Amplitudes and �B� phases. Uncertainties
are shown by plotting component value �/� error curves.
ended up with larger total lag compared to Fig. 12�b�.
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Phases for the long footplate axis components �x�
started with a lead of 0.5 cycle re pressure �Figs. 8�b�, 10�b�,
and 12�b��. The short footplate axis component �z� once led
by 0.5 cycle �Fig. 10�b�� and twice started in-phase with
pressure �Figs. 8�b� and 12�b��. In Fig. 8�b� all phases follow
roughly the same trend. Phases for y and z were quite similar
in Fig. 10�b�, in Fig. 12�b� this holds well for the x and y
components.

b. Rotation. The angular displacements complement-
ing the translation displacements of Figs. 8, 10, and 12 are
given in Figs. 9, 11, and 13, respectively. The amplitudes �in
rad/Pa� are shown in the upper panels �A� and the phases
relative to EC in cycles in the lower panels �B�. In Figs. 9�a�,
11�a�, and 13�a� the three curves are intertwined In Fig. 13�a�
the angular displacement components differ more from one
another than in Figs. 9�a� and 11�a�. Generally the rotation
amplitudes were at their highest around 1–3 kHz where also
the respective translational amplitude peaked, exhibited
peaks and valleys while decreasing to their lowest values at
about 30 kHz in Fig. 9�a�, 23 kHz in Fig. 11�a�, and 35 kHz
in Fig. 13�a� and then climbed again to a maximum at around
37 kHz. The peak seen in all translation amplitude compo-
nents at 10 kHz was also present in all rotation amplitude
components. The x-component phase started off twice at 0
�Figs. 11�b� and 13�b�� and once at 0.5 lead �Fig. 9�b��, all
the y- and z- components at 0.5 cycle phase lead relative to
EC pressure. The three animals showed no common trend in
the way the rotation phase lag accumulated with frequency.

C. SV pressure versus piston velocity and footplate
tilt

We calculated the stapes piston velocity per EC pressure
for animals 20m4, 25m4, and 27m4 �data were shown pre-
viously as displacements in Figs. 8–13� and we compare
these velocities �y component of the translation velocity, thin
solid line� with the individual pressure gains �thick solid

FIG. 14. �Color online� Amplitude �A� and phase �B� of the pressure gain
�SV pressure relative to EC pressure, thick solid line� as a function of
frequency for animal 20m4. The piston component velocity �thin solid line�
and angular velocities about the long axis �dashed-dotted line� and short axis
�dashed line� of the footplate are plotted as well to correlate pressure and
velocity. To plot the amplitudes of the velocities on the graph in the scale of
the gain, the piston velocity is expressed in units of 10−5 �m/s� /Pa, and the
angular velocities in 10−3 �rad/s� /Pa.
line� in Fig. 14 �20m4�, Fig. 15 �25m4�, and Fig. 16 �27m4�.
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To plot pressure and velocity on the same scale we multi-
plied the velocity by a scaling factor mentioned in the figure
caption. To facilitate comparison over the entire frequency
range we now use a linear frequency scale. It is clear that the
pressure gain amplitudes �Figs. 14�a�, 15�a�, and 16�a�� were
smooth functions of frequency. The piston component ve-
locities relative to EC pressure amplitude were also rela-
tively smooth, although less-so than pressure. In contrast, the
footplate tilt showed considerable frequency structure. The
gross trend of the curves for all three animals is fairly com-

FIG. 15. �Color online� Amplitude �A� and phase �B� of the pressure gain
�SV pressure relative to EC pressure, thick solid line� as a function of
frequency for animal 25m4. The piston component velocity �thin solid line�
and angular velocities about the long axis �dashed-dotted line� and short axis
�dashed line� of the footplate are plotted as well to correlate pressure and
velocity. To plot the amplitudes of the velocities on the graph in the scale of
the gain, the piston velocity is expressed in units of 10−5 �m/s� /Pa, and the
angular velocities in 10−3 �rad/s� /Pa. The discontinuity in the dashed phase
curve is intentionally introduced by incrementing the phase angle with three
cycles above �17 kHz to enhance interpretation of the other curves on the
graph �B�.

FIG. 16. �Color online� Amplitude �A� and phase �B� of the pressure gain
�SV pressure relative to EC pressure, thick solid line� as a function of
frequency for animal 27m4. The piston component velocity �thin solid line�
and angular velocities about the long axis �dashed-dotted line� and short axis
�dashed line� of the footplate are plotted as well to correlate pressure and
velocity. To plot the amplitudes of the velocities on the graph in the scale of
the gain, the piston velocity is expressed in units of 10−5 �m/s� /Pa, and the

−3
angular velocities in 10 �rad/s� /Pa.
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parable. Differences between pressure and piston velocity
were at the very lowest frequencies where the growth of the
piston velocity with frequency was seen to be slower than
the pressure gain growth with frequency. Some clear peaks in
piston velocity amplitude, but of overall change in amplitude
limited to ±66 dB, were not seen in the pressure �e.g., 25m4
at 3.5, 4.5, 18, and 37 kHz or 27m4 at 10 and 15 kHz�. Some
dips in the piston amplitude were accompanied by dips in the
pressure �20m4: 5 and 30 kHz; 25m4: 6 and 10 kHz; 27m4:
6 kHz�, but sometimes this was not true and a peak in veloc-
ity amplitude could even go along with a dip in pressure
�27m4: 10 kHz�. Disregarding these small wiggles the piston
velocity was quite flat in a wide frequency band from
2.5 to 32.5 kHz for the three animals and the amplitude
stayed high up to the highest frequencies measured. The
pressure gain phase for all three animals �Figs. 14�b�, 15�b�,
and 16�b�� winds approximately linearly down to a lag of
about −1.5 cycle at 40 kHz �as already shown Fig. 4�; the
piston velocity phase in one case had a very similar excur-
sion �27m4, Fig. 16� and in the others was more complicated.

Pressure in the inner ear is produced when the footplate
compresses the fluid in the cochlea and therefore only dis-
placements perpendicular to the footplate are expected to in-
duce pressure. The motion components that give rise to such
displacement are the piston component of the translation and
the tilt of the footplate about its short and long axes. At first
it seems reasonable to exclude the tilting from producing a
pressure that can propagate further down the cochlea since
the tilting motion around the origin at the footplate center
does not result in a compression, merely a redistribution of
the fluid at the stapes. Let us contrarily hypothesize that such
rotations are also effective in sound transmission. Can we
find evidence in our data to support this viewpoint? In the
above, the piston velocity was less smooth than the SV pres-
sure, and differed from the pressure in the details of the
frequency response. We hypothesize therefore that stapes ro-
tation fine tunes the transmission of sound by the ossicular
chain in order to produce the smooth pressure response. To
address this question we added to the plots of Figs. 14–16
the tilting components about the long �x axis, dashed dotted�
and short �z axis, dashed line� footplate axes. The angular
velocities were also scaled by a multiplier �see figure cap-
tion� so that again the same scale on the ordinate could be
used. Angular components must be multiplied by the perpen-
dicular distance to the concerned rotation axis in order to
obtain the extra velocity in the piston direction that must be
summed with the translation piston velocity; at the footplate
center the extra velocity is zero and, e.g., for a point at the
end of the long axis the extra velocity is half the length of the
long axis �5�10−4 m� multiplied by the angular velocity
�typically 10−1 rad/s� yielding 5�10−5 m/s, which is half
the average translation piston velocity �piston velocity
�10−4 m/s�. Angular displacement therefore contributes sig-
nificantly to the velocity of individual points on the foot-
plate. Footplate tilt is frequency dependent �causing vibra-
tion mode of the stapes to change with frequency� and if it
affects the SV pressure it can be expected it will do so at
frequencies with large tilt.
To explore the hypothesis that tilting modes contribute
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to the pressure generation and play a role in smoothing the
pressure gain versus frequency curve, we should look for
frequency bands where the piston amplitude is small and
where this is compensated by high angular amplitude. The
effect does not have to be large as there were no frequencies
where the piston amplitude went through a deep minimum.
In fact, dips in piston amplitude were not systematically ac-
companied by peaks in tilt amplitude. A deep minimum in
piston amplitude, not reflected in the pressure and accompa-
nied by a peak in the tilt amplitude, would have supported
the hypothesis, but it did not occur.

The data do not show any systematic relationship be-
tween footplate rotation and SV pressure, either in magni-
tude or phase. The fractional variations in rotation are in
general bigger than the fractional variations in piston-
translation and the rotation components are less related to
pressure than the piston component is. This is particularly
evident in Fig. 15. Therefore, the piston component and the
SV pressure are relatively well related and the differences
that do exist cannot be explained by rocking motion.

D. Input impedance of the cochlea

With the present data we can calculate the acoustic input
impedance of the cochlea as the ratio of the pressure mea-
sured in the SV fluid behind the footplate to the volume
velocity of the footplate. Pressure and velocity measure-
ments were measured within an interval of 1–3 h in the
same animals. The volume velocity was calculated as the
piston velocity times the area of the footplate projected in the
x-z plane �measured on one of our 3D stapes models as
0.62 mm2�. Results for the three animals used in the previous
section are shown in Fig. 17. The three impedance amplitude
curves �Fig. 17�a�� are all in the same range, and relatively
flat over the most of the frequency range, except at frequen-
cies above 35 kHz. Phase angle curves �Fig. 17�b�� differ
from each other, but a closer look shows that the angle is
mostly equal to values close to 0, 1, or 2 cycle. The 10 kHz

FIG. 17. �Color online� Cochlear input impedance Zc ��A� amplitude; �B�
phase� for all three animals �20m4, 25m4, and 27m4� as a function of
frequency. The overall amplitude change over the very wide experimental
frequency interval �200 Hz–40 kHz� remains small and this holds also for
the phase if considered modulo 1 cycle.
step in the 25m4 curve might be due to the unwrapping of
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noisy data. The gradual and large phase excursion in the
20m4 curve is hard to explain, and needs to be repeated in
truly simultaneous pressure and velocity measurements to
warrant further interest.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Scala vestibuli pressure and middle ear pressure
gain

The present results on the SV pressure in gerbil are simi-
lar to results presented in previous papers of some of the
present authors �Olson, 1998; Dong and Olson, 2006�.
Equipment and measuring procedure being the same this is
to be expected and differences here are similar to the inter-
animal differences found in those studies. Systematic sources
of differences were discussed in Dong and Olson �2006�.

In all three pressure gain curves shown �Fig. 4� we ob-
served a pronounced dip in amplitude at about 6 kHz accom-
panied by a change in phase. We also found changes in vi-
bration amplitude and phase occurring at the same
frequencies �Figs. 8, 10, and 12�. Similar changes in pressure
and vibration were seen at comparable frequencies in gerbil
experiments by Ravics et al. �1992�, Teoh et al. �1997�, and
Rosowski et al. �1999�. They showed that these were asso-
ciated to resonances in a Hemholtz resonator formed by the
bulla cavity and the hole made in the bulla wall, with the
exact resonance frequency depending on the size of the hole.

B. Three-dimensional stapes motion

With our measuring technique we were able to deter-
mine the complete set of 3D rigid body motion components
of the gerbil stapes, translational and rotational. In one ex-
periment �20m4� almost the entire motion experiment was
carried out while the animal was alive, the two other experi-
ments were done in a just post mortem condition. We re-
ported similar measurements for cat and human temporal
bone previously �Decraemer and Khanna, 1997; Decraemer
et al., 2006�.

The present measurements show larger deviations from
piston motion than, e.g., our measurements on cat measured
under similar experimental conditions enforcing velocity
measurements with a large observation angle with the piston
axis. To verify that this was not due to systematic error in our
calculation we performed the following simulation experi-
ment. We assumed that the piston performs a pure piston
motion, with a frequency response as determined by one of
our experiments �20m4�. We calculated the amplitude and
phase at the location of our experimental observation points
for this motion in the experimental reference frame. We then
applied Gaussian noise to these synthetic data �0.05 relative
error on the amplitudes, 0.1 rad on the phase� and calculated
the rigid body motion components for this data set in the
intrinsic frame. We repeated this procedure 100 times and
calculated the mean and standard deviations for the obtained
motion components. The piston component obtained was
perfectly in accordance with the piston component that we
started out with. Translational motion components in the di-
rections of the long and short axis were also produced but at

all frequencies the amplitude of the component along the
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short axis was about 20 times smaller than the experimental
amplitude and about 30 times smaller for the short axis com-
ponent. The simulation also produced rotation components
but again with amplitudes that at all frequencies were at least
15 times smaller than the experimental values. Noise on the
experimental observations is therefore not at the origin of the
nonpiston components that came out of our experiments,
these components must be really present.

We do not know any other study that measured the full
3D motion of the stapes or any other middle ear ossicle in
gerbil or any other species. In one study on stapes motion in
human temporal bones with normal air conduction stimula-
tion, Hato et al. �2003� measured the stapes footplate vibra-
tion up to 10 kHz at five positions marked by reflective mi-
crospheres, one in the center and the four others at the ends
of the long and short axis. The laser Doppler velocimeter
beam was aimed through an opening made in the facial re-
cess at an angle of 50°–60° from the direction perpendicular
to the stapes footplate. A cosine correction was used to cor-
rect for this angle offset in the calculation of the stapes foot-
plate motion. As all measurements were done with a fixed
observation angle, only three motion components, i.e., the
piston motion and the tilt about the long and short footplate
axis could be determined. They reported that at frequencies
below 1 kHz the piston-like motion of the stapes footplate
dominated, whereas at higher frequencies it moved with in-
creasingly complexity, with rotational motion along both the
long and short axis. They also stated that above 3 kHz the
stapes moved predominantly in a rotary fashion, reaching a
peak at 6 kHz; above 6 kHz the rotary motion decreased
slightly compared with the piston-like motion. Observations
on the not purely piston-like character of stapes motion in
human temporal bones were also made by Heiland et al.
�1999� and Ball et al. �1997� based on relatively qualitative
observations of 3D motion in human temporal bones.

In gerbil we found that the piston motion does not domi-
nate so explicitly the vibration mode at low frequencies but
nevertheless we see a clear reduction in angular displacement
amplitude below 2 kHz �animal 25m4, Fig. 11�a� and 27m4,
Fig. 13�a�� for all components by factors varying between
0.02 and 0.01. Differences in the mode of stapes vibration
among gerbil, cat, and human may be due to the specific
anatomy and differences in the condition of the ears during
the measurements; gerbil: very tiny middle ear measured in
live or very fresh cadaver condition, cat: a few hours post
mortem as we waited until the response at a given point had
stabilized, and human: largest and most sturdy of the three
ears, untreated temporal bone measured a few days post mor-
tem. One striking anatomical difference in these examples
resides in the footplate asymmetry. In cat and gerbil the
asymmetry is quite small compared to that in human, where
the footplate—and this is no pun—really resembles the
shape of a footprint with the posterior end much broader than
the anterior end Decraemer et al. �2003�.

To put a figure on the mode of vibration of the stapes
footplate we have calculated the displacement of the superior
end point of the short axis as a result of rotation about the
long axis and the displacement of the posterior end of the

long axis as a result of rotation about the short axis. We
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plotted these displacements relative to the piston displace-
ment for two animals �25m4 and 27m4� in Fig. 18. We see
that for both animals the ratio of tilt to piston was the larger
for the tilt about the short axis at almost all frequencies. Both
“tilt ratio” amplitudes fluctuated with frequency, climbed to
values greater than 1 at some frequencies, fell to values less
than 1/100th at others, and were on average �1/10. In cer-
tain frequency ranges tilts about short and long axis followed
the same trend with frequency, but at other frequency ranges
they were not correlated. The two animals showed strongly
different tilt amplitudes. The plots of Fig. 18�b� show that the
tilts about the long and short axes were not locked in phase,
and that strong differences between the two animals were
observed. We can conclude that in gerbil the piston compo-
nent slightly dominates at frequencies below 2 kHz, but
other components are also substantial and present throughout
the entire frequency range.

Comments on the not purely piston-like character of
stapes motion in gerbil were also made by Olson and Cooper
�2000� based on a measurement of 3D motion of a single
point on the posterior crus �by Cooper�. In those studies,
there appeared to be a transition from piston-like to more
complex motion at �6 kHz. Above this transition frequency,
the motion was complex with substantial nonpiston motion,
in accord with the present results.

C. Piston component measurement

Gerbil frequency responses of the stapes piston-velocity
normalized by EC pressure were given by Rosowski et al.
�1999� and Overstreet and Ruggero �2002�. The velocity was
measured using a unidirectional interferometer and an obser-
vation direction that made an angle with the piston axis be-
cause access for direct measurement of the stapes motion in
line with the piston axis was not available. Rosowski et al.
measured stapes motion up to 15 kHz, via 50 �m reflective
plastic balls that were attached to the posterior crus via rub-
ber cement and surface tension. The angle of incidence of the

FIG. 18. �Color online� Comparison of displacement due to rotation about
the long and short axis: the rotational displacement for the superior end of
the short axis and the posterior end of the long axis are shown relative to the
piston axis displacement. The amplitude �A� and phase �B� of this “tilt ratio”
are shown as a function of frequency for animals 25m4 and 27m4.
laser beam �Polytec laser vibrometer� was between 30° and
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45° relative to the direction of the “piston-like” stapes trans-
lation, and a cosine correction was used to adjust the laser
measurements to a value consistent with piston-like transla-
tion.

In the paper by Overstreet and Ruggero on high-
frequency hearing sensitivity of the gerbil cochlea, stapes
velocity was measured using a Dantec laser vibrometer �up
to 40 kHz� focused on a reflective glass bead �diameter
20–30 �m� placed on the head of the stapes near the incudo-
stapedial joint. They applied no correction to the measured
velocity signal, arguing that the angle between the laser
beam and the stapes vibration was always 30° or less.

The results of the two studies were very different.
Rosowski et al. �1999� found stapes velocity features typical
for a second-order spring-mass system, with a 6 dB/octave
increase at low frequencies and a 6 dB/octave roll-off above
1.2 kHz. The phase varied from +� /2 to −� /2 between
50 Hz and 3 kHz, in accord with the spring-mass transition
apparent in the amplitude.

Overstreet and Ruggero �2002, Fig. 2� show eight indi-
vidual stapes velocity measurements as a function of fre-
quency �500 Hz to 40 kHz� and their average. Each indi-
vidual curve displays strong sudden fluctuations and between
animals there are differences in level of up to 20 dB. The
curves do not show a roll-off at higher frequencies, and the
lack of high-frequency roll-off is emphasized in their results.

Our results agree and disagree with aspects of both stud-
ies. For animal 20m4 �Fig. 12� we saw a peak in piston
velocity amplitude at about 1 kHz, with a phase transition in
this frequency region of −0.5 cycle in agreement with
Rosowski’s study. While animals 25m4 �Fig. 15� and 27m4
�Fig. 16� showed a less pronounced local maximum near
1 kHz, the maximum in velocity amplitude occurred at about
2.5 kHz. The continued amplitude roll-off of Rosowski’s
curve is not seen in our measurements; we found a quite flat
amplitude response all the way to the highest frequencies in
accord with Overstreet. However, the dip in the frequency
region �10 kHz could have been misinterpreted as the be-
ginning of a roll-off if we had not extended our range of
frequencies. The difference in frequency ranges explored in
the different studies is likely the key to their different con-
clusions. In addition, calibration in the EC becomes some-
what ambiguous at high frequencies �above �30 kHz in ger-
bil� and variations in calibration techniques can lead to
systematic differences in results �Dong and Olson, 2006;
Ravicz and Rosowski, 2004�. Our average vibration levels
were around 1�10−4 m/s Pa, which is in accord with the
level of Rosowski �3�10−4 m/s Pa at the peak� and of
Overstreet �average level �3�10−4 m/s Pa�.

Lets us point out further that the estimation of the stapes
piston-velocity using an interferometer observation direction
that makes a significant angle with the piston axis is prone to
errors even when a cosine correction is applied �Decraemer
et al., 2006�. This will further account for differences be-
tween our results based on a true 3D measurement and re-

sults from single axis observations �see also Sec. IV D�.
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D. Do nonpiston components influence scala
vestibuli pressure?

1. Correlation of pressure and motion components

A deep minimum in piston-like amplitude that was not
reflected in the pressure would have been a clear cut demon-
stration that pressure can also be produced by tilt compo-
nents: We did not see this in any of the three animals �nor in
a few preliminary experiments�.

The overall trends of the SV pressure and piston ampli-
tude curves �both relative to EC pressure� are the same �Figs.
14–16�: Over almost the entire frequency range
�0.2–40 kHz� the pressure gain was steady, fluctuations oc-
curred over wide frequency intervals and were not very pro-
nounced ��20 dB�. Smooth fluctuations in piston amplitude,
not repeated in the pressure amplitude, were seen, but these
were more a strong ripple on a curve than a trend change in
the curve. Pronounced peaks and valleys on the tilt ampli-
tudes were not systematically reflected as valleys and peaks
in the piston velocity, or were they apparent in the pressure.
These arguments all sustain the conclusion that only the pis-
ton component was effective in producing pressure in the SV.
With the present measurements it is impossible to rule out
completely that tilt motion contributes to SV pressure pro-
duction, but such a contribution would have to be small. The
findings are in agreement with the idea that it is the net
volume velocity of the footplate �piston velocity times foot-
plate area; see also the next section� that produces the pres-
sure in the SV directly behind the footplate. The tilt must
cause the fluid to slosh back and forth in a small volume
behind the footplate but the related pressure does not propa-
gate further inward.

To our knowledge there are no previous studies where in
an intact ear of any species the SV pressure was measured in
combination with the complete 3D motion of the stapes. The
closest to our measurements were the simultaneous SV pres-
sure and stapes motion measurements in studies on cochlear
input impedance �Zc� of cat �Lynch et al., 1982� and human
temporal bone �Aibara et al., 2001�. Lynch et al. measured
piston motion along the piston axis using a Mössbauer tech-
nique, Aibara et al. estimated the piston component from
unidirectional interferometer measurements at the center of
the footplate with a viewing angle of 35°–50° with the stapes
axis �these angles are not given in the paper by Aibara, but
were taken from papers of members of the same laboratory,
referenced in context with the stapes motion measurement
�Kurokawa and Goode, 1995; Heiland et al., 1999��. Indi-
vidual SV pressure and stapes piston motion curves are not
shown in the Lynch et al. paper, therefore we will discuss it
further in the section on impedance. Aibara et al. compare
cochlear impedance magnitude with the stapes footplate
rocking ratio found by Heiland et al. and concludes that a
peak in the impedance curve at 6.5 kHz could be explained
by a corresponding peak in the anterior/posterior rocking ra-
tio curve, indicating that in this frequency region footplate
motion is particularly complex and that a single point mea-
surement at the center of the footplate is not adequate to
determine the stapes piston motion. We would like to refine

this statement: A measurement of center of footplate motion
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under a large observation angle with the piston axis measures
not only the cosine projection of the piston motion but it is
also contaminated by the other translation components of
stapes motion which, as we have shown, are present. How-
ever, truly rotation components about the footplate center
will not contaminate the piston axis component estimate
�Decraemer et al., 2006� based on measurements at the cen-
ter.

2. Footplate asymmetry and footplate volume velocity

The footplate �and its projection in a plane normal to the
piston direction� is not flat but bowl shaped and it is asym-
metric with respect to its long and short axes. Due to this
asymmetry the tilt motion can produce a volume velocity
that is not exactly zero �positive and negative part of the
displaced volume not being equal�. Earlier, we explored the
hypothesis that tilt motion excites cochlear pressure experi-
mentally; here we look at it theoretically, asking whether the
tilt motion would in fact lead to net volume velocity into the
cochlea at the stapes. In other words, what does a theoretical
treatment have to say about the hypothesis that summing of
the volume displacement due to piston and tilt acts as an
integrating mechanism that fill in gaps of the piston volume
displacement and smoothes the SV pressure?

The question could be answered by determining whether
the volume velocity of the footplate is correctly calculated as
the area of the footplate in the x-z plane times the piston
velocity. We verified this by calculating directly the volume
displaced by the footplate during its cyclic, 3D motion. The
second calculation made no assumptions besides that the
footplate is rigid. This was also one of the assumptions for
the first calculation. As the footplate was not accessible dur-
ing our experiments we have no real proof that it was indeed
so. What we can say is that its bowl shape will make the
footplate more rigid than if it were a flat plate. The footplate
of the 3D stapes model can be described by a large number
of small facets �small triangular, flat patch between three
surface nodes�. When the footplate is displaced a small vol-
ume �irregular pentahedron� is formed between the facet in
its rest position and in its displaced position. We summed the
volume for all the facets �954� of the footplate to obtain the
displaced volume for the entire footplate. The calculation
was repeated for 20 equally spaced time instants during a
cycle. The obtained displacement as function of time within
the cycle could be well fitted with a sinusoidal function �am-
plitude, phase�. The volume displacement was converted to
volume velocity. The calculation was done for all frequen-
cies. The volume velocity obtained by integration was at all
frequencies between 1% and 2% smaller than the simple cal-
culation, x-z footplate area multiplied by piston velocity. The
difference in phase was at all frequencies between −0.2° and
+0.3°. Therefore, the simple multiplication is adequate and
the asymmetry of the footplate does not give rise to an ap-
preciable contribution to the footplate volume velocity
caused by the tilt. In other words, the hypothesized integrat-
ing smoothing mechanism does not apply. This reinforces the
experimental result, showing a lack of correlation between

stapes rocking motion and cochlear pressure.
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E. Cochlear input impedance

1. Gerbil

The only cochlear input impedance estimate for the ger-
bil is given by Overstreet and Ruggero �2002�; it was ob-
tained using the averaged stapes velocity measurement �n
=8, range: 1–40 kHz� of their own and SV pressure mea-
surements taken from Olson �1998�. For the magnitude their
value ranged between 1 and 2�1011 Pa s /m5 while the
phase ranged between 1/8 and 3/8 cycle. These values for
the magnitudes were in good agreement qua overall level,
but the details of the curves were quite different. We have
calculated the cochlear impedances on an animal per animal
basis using pressure and velocity data collected in the same
animal and found significant inter-animal differences; Over-
street and Ruggero �2002, Fig. 6� used an average velocity
with large standard deviation �see the discussion on stapes
motion� and pressure data reported from experiments in an-
other laboratory �Olson, 1998� to calculate Zc. Strong differ-
ences in the precise trend of their and our Zc curves are to be
expected. Phase angles of Zc by Overstreet are limited within
0 and 0.5 cycle, while our values extend beyond 1 cycle. The
averaging process tends to wipe out jumps due to phase un-
wrapping that could be present in our measurements. Phase
values that fall outside −0.25 and +0.25 cycle are hard to
believe as they suggest that the cochlea is producing net
sound power. The fact that the pressure and motion measure-
ments were not made simultaneously is one explanation for
the observation. Alternatively, when notches and rapid phase
variations occur in the velocity small errors in measurement
could introduce full cycle phase excursions, for example in
Fig. 15, following the conversion between reference frames.

2. Cat

The pioneering measurements on cochlear input imped-
ance by Lynch et al. �1982, Fig. 15, frequency range:
10 Hz–6 kHz� were performed on cat, therefore we can only
use them for an interspecies comparison. The middle ear was
drastically altered by removing the tympanic membrane,
malleus and incus and constructing a new middle cavity over
the oval window and the stapes. This impedance curve was
not as smooth as our curves, but as the accuracy on the
stapes motion measurement was of the order of ±3 dB, and
on the SV pressure of the ±5 dB, the fluctuations may have
been caused by experimental error. The frequency range
0.01–6 kHz was also different from our present curves. We
have no measurements in the low frequency range
�20–200 Hz� where a pronounced increase in Zc magnitude
is seen by Lynch et al. �1982, Fig. 15�. From 200 Hz on,
phases by Lynch hover between −45° and +45°. If we regard
our phases modulo 1 cycle the two data sets are in quite
good agreement in the overlapping experimental frequency
region.

3. Human

Experiments on human cochlear impedance by Aibara et
al. �2001, Fig. 4, frequency range: 500 Hz to 10 kHz� show
large fluctuations on individual curves and large interindi-

vidual variation in all of the presented measurements, EC
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sound pressure to stapes footplate velocity, and EC sound
pressure to SV sound pressure, resulting in a large variability
in Zc magnitude and phase. The average magnitude level
reported for human is �2�1010 Pa·s /m3, which is about
ten times lower than our present value for gerbil. Their av-
erage phase angle remains small �range 0 to −60° or
0 to 1/6 cycle�, which again is in agreement with our re-
sults, considered modulo 1 cycle.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented measurements of the 3D velocity
components of the stapes and have correlated these measure-
ments with the SV pressure to verify whether nonpiston
components of the footplate produce pressure behind the
footplate and thus can give rise to an effective input to the
cochlea and can help in realizing the remarkably smooth and
flat pressure gain from ear canal to scala vestibuli as a func-
tion of frequency. We found no evidence for this hypothesis:
Dips in the piston velocity were not systematically filled by
peaks in tilt and conversely peaks in tilt were not apparent in
the SV pressure. Further, we found that SV pressure and
piston velocity correlated well overall but differences in
trends of the curves were also present.

Although we collected pressure and velocity from the
same individual animals, the measurements had to be made
with a time interval between pressure and velocity measure-
ments of at best 1 or 2 h, and sound source and EC micro-
phone had to be taken out and replaced between the two
experiment parts. During each experiment we experienced
that pressure �SV and EC� and velocity measurements some-
times varied with time during the experiments, so differences
between stapes piston velocity and SV pressure could be due
to the fact that they were not simultaneously collected and to
slight differences in the stimulus pressure. We therefore de-
signed a new experimental protocol to measure piston veloc-
ity along a single axis and SV pressure at the same time. This
ensures that the sound stimulus in the EC is exactly the same
for both measurements. These experiments have been per-
formed and will be reported in a follow-up paper.
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APPENDIX A: ALIGNMENT OF THE CENTER OF
ROTATION OF THE GONIOMETERS WITH
THE FOCUSED LASER BEAM

Our setup is composed of an interferometer coupled to a

confocal microscope �for a picture of the setup see Decrae-
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mer et al., 1994a, Fig. 1; note that the axes in our actual
experimental reference frame are inverted with respect to the
situation shown in the insert: here the x axis is the same as in
the insert �goes to the right�, the y axis goes up, and the z
axis toward the objective lens�. The linear position of the
object studied is controlled by a 3D linear positioning sys-
tem. This positioning system can also be rotated around a
vertical and a horizontal axis using a two goniometer system
in a nested configuration. The outer horizontal goniometer
rotates about a vertical axis �the y axis of our experimental
reference frame�, the inner goniometer about a horizontal
axis. The goniometer base is adjusted to let the z axis of our
experimental reference frame align with the interferometer
observation direction �Fig. 19�. In order to use the system
optimally, the planes of focus of the microscope and the
interferometer must be the same and the center of rotation of
the goniometers must coincide precisely with the laser
beam’s focus. To this aim the goniometer base is mounted on
crossed translational stages that can be repositioned in the
x ,z plane. The height �y axis� is adjusted by adding or re-
moving thin metal sheets under the base of the goniometers.
With the laser beam focused exactly at the center of rotation
of the goniometers, the vibration of a given point can easily
be studied from different angles, simply by rotating the go-
niometers. This appendix describes an efficient procedure for
aligning the rotation center of the goniometers with the laser
beam’s focus.

As an object we use a very thin wire �10 �m diameter�
that we first mount in a vertical direction in a ring shaped
holder �diameter �10 mm�. With both goniometers in their
mid position �0°�, the laser beam is focused on the wire. We
let this point on the wire correspond to the origin O by re-
setting the linear coordinates to �0, 0, 0�. The image of the
wire and the position of the focused laser beam are traced on
the screen of a video system with a marker.

Let us apply a rotation 	 �	 corresponds to angle H in
Appendix B� about the vertical axis �y�. Looking down along
the y axis in Fig. 19, we see that when G, the center of
rotation of the goniometer, is not perfectly aligned with the

FIG. 19. O �0,0,0� is the origin of the sample’s frame and corresponds to the
point on the sample where the laser beam is focused. G is the position of the
center of rotation of the goniometers. The distance between O and G is the
“error” in alignment. After a rotation of 	 about the y axis �points are rotated
in the horizontal or ẑ , x̂ plane�, point A becomes A�, O becomes O� with
�AG�= �A�G�= �Zg�, �OA�= �O�A��= �Xg�. With 	, Xg, and Zg the correct base
position can be calculated.
focused laser beam, the point O rotates into a different point
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O�. To bring this point back at the position of the laser focus
we must move the object over a distance Dx� and Dz� that
we can read off the linear scales.

The vector OO� can be expressed as a function of the
coordinates of the center of rotation Xg ,Zg �vectors will be
noted in bold; x̂ , ẑ are unit vectors along x� and z� axes�:

OO� = Dx�x̂� + Dz�ẑ�,

�A1�
OO� = OG + GA� + A�O� = Xgx̂ + Zgẑ − Zgẑ� − Xgx̂�.

After applying the coordinate transformation ẑ
= ẑ� cos 	− x̂� sin 	 and x̂= x̂� cos 	+ ẑ� sin 	 we find

Dx� = Xg�cos 	 − 1� − Zg sin 	 ,

�A2�
Dz� = Xg sin 	 + Zg�cos 	 − 1�

and

Xg = −
Dx�

2
+ Dz�

sin 	

2�1 − cos 	�
,

�A3�

Zg = − Dx�
sin 	

2�1 − cos 	�
−

Dz�

2
.

Using these equations and the measured Dx� and Dz�, dis-
tances Xg and Zg can be calculated. To enhance accuracy the
procedure is repeated for a number of increasing values of 	.
The mean value of Xg and Zg are calculated and used to
adjust the position of the goniometer base in the x ,z plane.
The same procedure is performed with the wire mounted
horizontally in order to determine Yg and Zg �Dy� and Dz�
are measured for different V angles along the horizontal axis;
we can reuse Eqs. �A2� and �A3� when we now let 	 repre-
sent the angle −V�. The height of the base of the goniometer
is then adjusted following the calculated Yg.

The centers of rotation of the vertical and horizontal
goniometers were found to differ slightly in z direction �Zg’s
obtained with V and H rotations differed by about 100 �m�.
The accuracy of the final alignment is therefore not perfect
but for rotation less than 20° the displacement of the laser
focus is less than 20 �m, and this was considered acceptable.

Remark that when Xg, Yg, and Zg are known for a not
well aligned system we can calculate the observation point
coordinates x ,y ,z in the reference system fixed to the inter-
ferometer, by subtracting Dx�, Dy�, and Dz� from, respec-
tively, the coordinates x� ,y� ,z�, recorded while the goniom-
eters were turned.

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF THE 3D RIGID
BODY VELOCITY COMPONENTS

To describe the stapes motion mathematically we use a
stationary, inertial reference frame Oxyz attached to the inter-
ferometer. The origin of this fixed coordinate system is at the
focus of the laser. In terms of the stapes, the origin is the
point on the stapes that is in focus when the original vibra-
tion measurement was made �e.g., the zero position in Fig.
3�. The stapes will be moved around and different points will
be in focus when gathering the data to determine the motion,

but the resulting description of 3D translational and rota-
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tional motion will refer to this original stapes position. The
coordinate system is right-handed, with x axis horizontal to
the right, y axis vertical up, and z axis along the �horizontal�
observation direction toward the observer. General motion of
a rigid body may be decomposed in a rotation about the
origin O followed by a global translation of the body. The
vector velocity of a point Pi of the rigid body �stapes� can be
written as �vectors are denoted in bold�

vi�t� = vt�t� + ��t� � ri, �B1�

where vi�t� is the velocity of Pi with components vix ,viy ,viz

�this is the measured velocity�; vt�t� is the velocity of the
global translational motion, with components vtx ,vty ,vtz;
��t� is the angular velocity of the rigid body rotating about
O, with components 
x ,
y ,
z; ri is the rest-position vector
of point Pi with components xi ,yi ,zi; and ��t��ri is the
velocity of the rotational motion component of Pi relative to
Oxyz.

When the object is rotated using the goniometers, the
vibration velocity vector vi�t� rotates along with the object
into a vector vi�t��, where

vi�t�� = R�Hi,Vi� · vi�t� . �B2�

R�H ,V� is the rotation matrix describing the rotation of the
vector within the reference system of the interferometer. This
rotation can be described as a first rotation about the y axis
over an angle H, followed by a rotation over an angle V
about the new position of the horizontal goniometer axis,
resulting in

R�H,V� = �R11 R12 R13

R21 R22 R23

R31 R32 R33
�

= � cos�H� 0 sin�H�
sin�H�sin�V� cos�V� − cos�H�sin�V�

− sin�H�cos�V� sin�V� cos�H�cos�V�
�
�B3�

�the matrix shown here is a corrected version for the one in
Decraemer et al. �1994a�, where Eq. �B3� was not correctly
printed�.

For observation point i, the goniometers were at angles
Hi and Vi and the corresponding rotation matrix R�Hi ,Vi�
will be denoted Ri.

With the interferometer we observe only the component
of vibration along the interferometer’s viewing direction that
coincides with our z axis,

viz� = �R31
i R32

i R33
i � · �vtx

vty

vtz
�

+ �R31
i R32

i R33
i � · �zi
y − yi
z

xi
z − zi
x

yi
x − xi
y
� . �B4�

For all observation points �i=1,n� we can write the fol-

lowing matrix equation:
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�
v1z�

v2z�

¯

viz�

¯

vnz�

� = �
R31

1 R32
1 R33

1 �y1R33
1 − z1R32

1 � �z1R31
1 − x1R33

1 � �x1R32
1 − y1R31

1 �
R31

2 R32
2 R33

2 �y2R33
2 − z2R32

2 � �z2R31
2 − x2R33

2 � �x2R32
2 − y2R31

2 �
¯

R31
i R32

i R33
i �yiR33

i − ziR32
i � �ziR31

i − xiR33
i � �xiR32

i − yiR31
i �

¯

R31
n R32

n R33
n �ynR33

n − znR32
n � �znR31

n − xnR33
n � �xnR32

n − ynR31
n �
� · �

vtx

vty

vtz


x


y


z

� . �B5�
This is an equation with the measured velocities in the left-
hand side matrix and the design matrix �function of the
angles Hi, Vi and the coordinates xi ,yi ,zi which we will de-
note by I� multiplied by the matrix with the six unknowns at
the right-hand side.

In the experiments we use a harmonic sound stimulus
and as a consequence all functions of time t, namely viz� , vtx,
vty, vtz, 
x, 
y, and 
z, become also harmonic and we can
write

viz� = Ai� sin��t + �i� ,

vtx = vtx
0 sin��t + �tx�, vty = vty

0 sin��t + �ty� ,

vtz = vtz
0 sin��t + �tz� ,


x = 
x
0 sin��t + x�, 
y = 
y

0 sin��t + y� , �B6�


z = 
z
0 sin��t + z� .

Substituting these expressions in Eq. �B5�, expanding
the sine functions with the sum formula and equating the
sin �t and cos �t terms results in the following two sets of
equations:

�
A1z� cos �1

A2z� cos �2

¯

Aiz� cos �i

¯

Anz� cos �n

� = I · �
vtx

0 cos �tx

vty
0 cos �ty

vtz
0 cos �tz


x
0 cos x


y
0 cos y


z
0 cos z

� �B7a�

and

�
A1z� sin �1

A2z� sin �2

¯

Aiz� sin �i

¯

Anz� sin �n

� = I · �
vtx

0 sin �tx

vty
0 sin �ty

vtz
0 sin �tz


x
0 sin x


y
0 sin y


z
0 sin z

� . �B7b�

Using five observation directions with six to eight observa-
tion points each, these equations represent overdetermined
systems of linear equation. They are solved separately for
vtx

0 cos �tx, vty
0 cos �ty, vtz

0 cos �tz, 
x
0 cos x, 
y

0 cos y, and

z

0 cos z �these are the components of the “in-phase”

translation and rotation vectors vtc and �c—subscript c�
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and their sine counterparts vtx
0 sin �tx, vty

0 sin �ty, vtz
0 sin �tz,


x
0 sin x, 
y

0 sin y, and 
z
0 sin z �“� /2 out-of-phase” vec-

tors vts and �s—subscript s�. They are finally used to
determine the six amplitudes �vtx

0 vty
0 vtz

0 
x
0 
y

0 
z
0� and six

phases ��tx �ty �tz x y z� that characterize the translation
and rotation velocities. This procedure is repeated for each
experimental frequency.

Let us note also that we can write v as ds /dt and d� as
d� /dt so that multiplying both sides of Eq. �B1� by dt we
end up with an equation between infinitesimal linear and
angular displacements

dsi�t� = dst�t� + d��t� � ri. �B1��

The middle ear vibration amplitudes are so small �of the
order of 10−8 m per Pa for translation and 10−5 rad per Pa
for rotation� that Eq. �B1�� can be used to describe the ex-
perimental displacements when we let the differentials de-
note the very small but finite displacements. It follows that
the equations derived here for the velocities also hold to
determine the translational and rotational displacements, if
so preferred.

APPENDIX C: TRANSFORMING THE MOTION
COMPONENTS INTO THE INTRINSIC FRAME

To bring the stapes in an intrinsic reference frame it is
first rotated and then a shift of origin is applied. When we
describe the rotation by a matrix Rexp�to�int, the in-phase and
out-of-phase translation and rotation vectors vtc, �c, and vts,
�s transform as

vtc�rot = Rexp�to�int · vtc, �C1a�

vts�rot = Rexp�to�int · vts, �C1b�

�c�rot = Rexp�to�int · �c, �C2a�

�s�rot = Rexp�to�int · �s. �C2b�

When the origin is shifted from O to O� �O� is chosen at the
footplate center�, a point i has a new position vector ri�, with

ri� = ri − OO�. �C3�

Substituting Eq. �C3� in Eq. �B1�

vi = vt + � � �ri� + OO�� = �vt + � � OO�� + � � ri�

�C4�
or
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Downloade
vi = vt� + � � ri� �C5�

with

vt� = vt + � � OO�. �C6�

Equation �C5� shows that the shift does not affect the
rotation velocity, hence


c�int = 
c�rot �C7a�

and


s�int = 
s�rot, �C7b�

while Eq. �C6� shows how the translation velocity is trans-
formed. Applying Eq. �C6� to Eqs. �C1a� and �C1b� yields
finally

vtc�int = vtc�rot + �c�int � OO� �C8a�

and

vts�int = vts�rot + �c�int � OO�. �C8b�

Equations �C7� and �C8� can then be used to calculate the
amplitude and phase of the translation and rotation velocities
in the intrinsic frame of the stapes.
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